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reverend Fathers, in the works of the
Arabs, that when Abdala the Saracen was asked
what he regarded as most to be wondered at on the
world’s stage, so to speak, he answered that there was
nothing to be seen more wonderful than man. To this
opinion may be added the saying of Hermes [Trismegistus]: '’A great miracle, Asclepius, is man.” But when I
thought about the reason for these statements, I was not
satisfied by the many remarkable qualities which were
advanced as arguments by many men—that man is
the intermediary between creatures, the intimate of
higher beings and the king of lower beings, the inter¬
preter of nature by the sharpness of his senses, by the
questing curiosity of his reason, and by the light of his
intelligence, the interval between enduring eternity and
the flow of time, and, as the Persians say, the nuptial
bond of the world, and by David’s testimony, a little
lower than the angels. Great indeed as these attributes
are, they are not the principal ones, those, that is, which
may rightfully claim the privilege of the highest adhave
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miration. For why should we not admire the angels
themselves and the most blessed choirs of heaven more?
At last I seem to have understood why man is the most
fortunate creature and thus worthy of all admiration,
and what precisely is the place alloted to him in the
universal chain, a place to be envied not only by the
beasts, but also by the stars, and the Intelligences be¬
yond this world. It is an incredible and wonderful thing.
And why not? For this is the very reason why man is
rightly called and considered a great miracle and a
truly marvellous creature. But hear what this place is,
Fathers, and courteously grant me the favour of listen¬
ing with friendly ears.
Now the Highest Father, God the Architect, ac¬
cording to the laws of His secret wisdom, built this
house of the world, this world which we see, the most
sacred temple of His divinity. He adorned the region
beyond the heavens with Intelligences, He animated the
celestial spheres with eternal souls, and He filled the
excrementary and filthy parts of the lower world with
a multitude of animals of all kinds. But when His work
was finished, the Artisan longed for someone to reflect
on the plan of so great a creation, to love its beauty,
and to admire its magnitude. When, therefore, every¬
thing was completed, as Moses and the Timaeus testify,
He began at last to consider the creation of man. But
among His archetypes there was none from which He
could form a new offspring, nor in His treasure houses
was there any inheritance which He might bestow upon
His new son, nor in the tribunal seats of the whole
world was there a place where this contemplator of the
universe might sit. All was now filled out; everything
had been apportioned to the highest, the middle, and
the lowest orders. But it was not in keeping with the
paternal power to fail, as though exhausted, in the last
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act of creation; it was not in keeping with His wisdom
to waver in a matter of necessity through lack of a
design; it was not in keeping with His beneficent love
that the creature who was to praise the divine liberality
with regard to others should be forced to condemn it
with respect to himself. Finally the Great Artisan
ordained that man, to whom He could give nothing be¬
longing only to himself, should share in common what¬
ever properties had been peculiar to each of the other
creatures. He received man, therefore, as a creature of
undetermined nature, and placing him in the middle of
the universe, said this to him: “Neither an established
place, nor a form belonging to you alone, nor any
special function have We given to you, O Adam, and
for this reason, that you may have and possess, accord¬
ing to your desire and judgment, whatever place, what¬
ever form, and whatever functions you shall desire. The
nature of other creatures, which has been determined,
is confined within the bounds prescribed by Us. You,
who are confined by no limits, shall determine for your¬
self your own nature, in accordance with your own free
will, in whose hand I have placed you. I have set you
at the centre of the world, so that from there you may
more easily survey whatever is in the world. We have
made you neither heavenly nor earthly, neither mortal
nor immortal, so that, more freely and more honourably
the moulder and maker of yourself, you may fashion
yourself in whatever form you shall prefer. You shall
be able to descend among the lower forms of being,
which are brute beasts; you shall be able to be reborn
out of the judgment of your own soul into the higher
beings, which are divine.”
O sublime generosity of God the Father! O highest
and most wonderful felicity of man! To him it was
granted to have what he chooses, to be what he wills.
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At the moment when they are born, beasts bring with
them from their mother’s womb, as Lucilius says, what¬
ever they shall possess. From the beginning or soon
afterwards, the highest spiritual beings have been what
they are to be for all eternity. When man came into
life, the Father endowed him with all kinds of seeds
and with the germs of every way of life. Whatever
seeds each man cultivates will grow and bear fruit in
him. If these seeds are vegetative, he will be like a
plant; if they are sensitive, he will become like the
beasts; if they are rational, he will become like a heav¬
enly creature; if intellectual, he will be an angel and
a son of God. And if, content with the lot of no created
being, he withdraws into the centre of his own oneness,
his spirit, made one with God in the solitary darkness
of the Father, which is above all things, will surpass all
things.
Who then will not wonder at this chameleon of ours,
or who could wonder more greatly at anything else?
For it was man who, on the ground of his mutability
and of his ability to transform his own nature, was said
by Asclepius of Athens to be symbolized by Prometheus
in the mysteries.
Oratio de dignitate hominis, in Latin Writings of the
Italian Humanists, ed. F. A. Gragg (New York: Charles Scribner’s
From

Sons, 1927); trans. M.M.M.

SHE IS WORSHIPPED EVERYWHERE

cants lacking--except where men are lacking. I am not
so foolish as to ask stone images, painted up in colors;
they would but hinder the worship of me, since by the
stupid and dull those figures are worshipped instead of the
saints themselves. And it would come about with me
exactly as it usually does with the saints-they are thrown
out of doors by their substitutes. I consider that I have
many statues erected to me, as many as there are mortals
who bear my living presentment in their faces, even if it
is against their will. Hence I have no reason to envy the
other gods if one or the other is worshipped in some particular corner of the earth, and that on stated days onlyas, for instance, Phoebus is worshipped in Rhodes, Venus
in Cyprus, Juno at Argos, Minerva at Athens, Jupiter
on Olympus, Neptune at Tarentum, Priapus at Lampsacus-so long as I have the entire world zealously offering far greater sacrifices to me.
[24] And if I should seem at this point to be speaking
more rashly than truly, I suggest that for a time we shall
look into the lives of men, and it will be apparent how
much they owe to me and how many, the greatest along
with the humble, follow me. We shall not run over the
lives of everybody, for that would take too long, but only
the most notable; from which it will be easy to form an
opinion about the others. For why should I spend time on
the common and baser sort, who are wholly mine beyond
controversy? They everywhere teem with so many forms
offolly and daily devise so many new ones that a thousand
Democrituses would not suffice for laughing at themand there would be work, then, for one more Democritus
to laugh at the laughers.
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You would never believe what sport and entertainment
your mortal manikins provide daily for the gods. These
gods, you know, set aside their sober forenoon hours for
composing quarrels and giving ear to prayers. But after
that, when they are well moistened with nectar and have
no desire for the transaction of business, they seek out
some promontory of heaven and, sitting there with faces
bent downward, they watch what mortal men are adoing. There is no show like it. Good God, what a theater!
How various the action of fools! (I may say that now and
then I take a seat alongside the gods of the poets.) Here is
a fellow dying for love of a sweet young thing, and the
less he is loved in return, the more helplessly he is in love.
This one marries a dowry, not a wife. This one prostitutes
his own wife. The jealousy of another keeps watch like
Argus. Here is a man in mourning, but mercy me, what
fool things he says and does! Hiring mourners as if they
were actors, to play a comedy of grief! Another man
squeezes out a tear at the tomb of his mother-in-law. This
one spends on his belly whatever he can scrape together
by hook or crook, but presently he will be just as hungry
again. Another finds nothing better than sleep and idleness. There are those who get themselves into a stew working at what is other people's business, while they neglect
their own. There is also the broker, who accounts himself
rich on other people's money, but is on the way to bankruptcy. Another thinks that the happy life consists in
living like a pauper in order that his heir may be wealthy.
Another, for the sake of a small and uncertain profit,
sails the seven seas, exposing his life, which no money
could pay for, to the hazard of waves and winds. This one
prefers seeking riches in war to passing a safe and quiet
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life at home. Some decide that they can most conveniently
attain to wealth by courting and fawning upon childless
old men. There are even those who prefer to do the same
to rich old women. Both kinds furnish rare sport to the
gods who are spectators, because they are usually cheated
by the parties they set out to catch.
But the most foolish and sordid of all are your merchants, in that they carry on the most sordid business of
all and this by the most sordid methods; for on occasion
they lie, they perjure themselves, they steal, they cheat,
they impose on the public. Yet they make themselves
men of importance-because they have gold rings on
their fingers. Nor do they lack for flattering friars who
admire them and call them Right Honorable in public,
with the purpose, surely, that some little driblet from the
ill-gotten gains may flow to themselves. Elsewhere you
will see certain Pythagoreans, in whose eyes all things are
common-to such a degree, in fact, that whatever they
light upon that is lying around loose they carry off with
a tranquil spirit, as if it passed to them by inheritance.
There are others who are rich only in wishes; they build
beautiful air-castles and conceive that doing so is enough
for happiness. Some delight in passing for wealthy men
away from home, though they starve meanly enough in
their own houses. One man hastens to put into circulation what money he has; his neighbor hoards his up
through thick and thin. This one pushes forward as a
candidate for public honors; that one finds his pleasure
by his fireside. A good many people bring suits which are
destined never to end; once and again they eagerly strive
to outdo each other-in enriching the judge who sets the
postponements and the advocate who colludes with him.
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One burns with zeal for revolutions; another is toiling
upon his Grand Scheme. This man leaves wife and
children at home and sets out on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, Rome, or the shrine of St. James, where he has no
particular business. In sum, if you might look down from
the moon, as Menippus did of old, upon the numberless
agitations among mortal men, you would think you were
seeing a swarm of flies or gnats, quarreling among themselves, waging wars, setting snares for each other, robbing,
sporting, wantoning, being born, growing old, and dying. And one can scarce believe what commotions and
what tragedies this animalcule, little as he is and so soon
to perish, sets agoing. For sometimes a trivial war or a
spell of the plague will sweep off and utterly wipe out
thousands of them at once.
[25] But I should be most foolish myself and worthy of
the manifold laughter of Democritus, if I should go on
counting forms of folly and madness among the folk. Let
me turn to those who maintain among mortals an appearance of wisdom and, as the saying is, seek for the
golden bough. Among these the grammarians hold first
place. Nothing could be more calamity-stricken, nothing
more afflicted, than this generation of men, nothing so
hated of God, if I were not at hand to mitigate the pains
of their wretched profession by a certain sweet infusion of
madness. For they are not only liable to the five curses
which the Greek epigram calls attention to in Homer, but
indeed to six hundred curses; as being hunger-starved and
dirty in their schools-! said "their schools," but it were
better said "their knowledge-factories" or "their mills"
or even "their shambles"-among herds of boys. There
they grow old with their labors, they are deafened by the
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noise, they sicken by reason of the stench and nastiness.
Yet thanks to me, they see themselves as first among men;
so greatly do they please themselves when they terrify the
timorous band by a menacing look and tone; when they
beat the little wretches with ferules, rods, or straps; and
when, imitating the ass in Aesop, they storm fiercely in
all directions, as whim may dictate. And do you know, all
the dirtiness seems sheer elegance, the stench is perfume
of sweet marjoram, and the miserable servitude considered to be a kingdom, such a one that they would not
trade their tyranny for the empire of Phalaris or Dionysius.
But nowadays they are especially happy in their new
illusion of being learned. Of course they cram their pupils
with utter nonsense, but, good Lord, what Palemon,
what Donatus, do they not scorn in comparison with
themselves! I do not know by what sleight of hand they
work it so well, but to the foolish mot;hers and addlepated
fathers of their pupils they seem to be just what they make
themselves out to be. On top of this they have another
pleasure. When one of them can drag out of some wormeaten manuscript such a fact as the name of Anchises'
mother or some word not generally known, such as
bubsequa, bovinator, or manticulator; or if one can dig up
somewhere a fragment of an ancient tombstone with an
inscription badly worn away-0 Jupiter! what exulting
then, what triumphs, what panegyrics, as if they had
conquered Africa or captured Babylon.
As for those stilted, insipid verses they display on all
occasions (and there are those to admire them), obviously the writer believes that the soul of Virgil has transmigrated into his own breast. But the funniest sight of all
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is to see them admiring and praising each other, trading
compliment for compliment, thus mutually scratching
each other's itch. Yet if one commits a lapse in a single
word, and another more quick-sighted by happy chance
lights on it, 0 Hercules, what a stir presently, what
scuffiings, what insults, what invectives! May I have the
ill-will of the whole grammatical world, if I lie. I used to
know a certain polymath versed in Greek, Latin, mathematics, philosophy, and medicine, and a master of them
all, then some sixty years old; laying aside all the others,
he vexed and tortured himself with grammar for more
than twenty years, deeming that he would be happy if he
were allowed to live until he had settled with certainty
how the eight parts of speech are to be distinguished, a
thing which none of the Greeks or Latins succeeded in
doing definitively. It becomes a matter to be put to the
test of battle, when someone makes a conjunction of a
word which belongs in the bailiwick of the adverbs.
Thanks to this, there are as many grammars as there are
grammarians-nay, more; for my friend Aldus singlehanded produced grammars on more than five occasions.
He has overlooked no work of the kind, however barbarously and tediously written; he has expounded each,
and criticized each; jealous of everybody who may be
toiling, however ineptly, in the same field, and pitiably in
fear that, with some one else snatching the glory, his
labor of many years will be lost. Do you prefer to call this
madness or folly? It is no great matter to me; only confess that it is done with my assistance; so that a creature
otherwise by far the most wretched of all is raised to such
happiness that he would not wish to exchange his lot for
that of the kings of Persia.
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The poets owe less to me, though by their 'own avowal
they are of my faction, being a race of free souls (as the
proverb has it), all of whose efforts tend to no other end
than soothing the ears of fools with vapid trifles and silly
stories. And yet they so rely on these things, strange to
say, that they not only promise themselves immortality,
and a life equal to that of the gods, but they also assure
as much to others. Philautia and Kolakia are more intimate with this fraternity than with others, nor am I
worshipped by any tribe of men more sincerely or with
greater constancy. As for the rhetoricians, though they
sometimes play both sides against the middle, and collude with the philosophers, they are also of my party, on
many counts, although this chiefly proves it: besides
much other nonsense, they have written so critically and
so much on the method of joking. Whoever he was who
wrote the art of rhetoric Ad Herennium includes folly itself
as one species of humor; and in the work of Quintilian,
easily the prince of this realm, there is a chapter longer
than the Iliad on the subject of raising laughter. In general they allow this much to folly, that many times what
cannot be refuted by arguments can be parried by
laughter. But you may think that exciting laughter by
witty remarks, and this by a set method, does not belong
to Folly.
[261 Of the same brand also are those who pursue
fame by turning out books. All of them are highly indebted to me, but especially those who blacken paper
with sheer triviality. For the ones who write learnedly
for the verdict of a few scholars, not ruling out even a
Persius or a Laelius as judge, seem to me more pitiable
than happy, since they continuously torture themselves:
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they add, they alter, they blot something out, they put it
back in, they do their work over, they recast it, they
show it to friends, they keep it for nine years; yet they
never satisfy themselves. At such a price they buy an
empty reward, namely, praise-and that the praise of a
handful. They buy it with such an expense of long hours,
so much loss of that sweetest of all things, sleep, so much
sweat, so many vexations. Add also the loss of health, the
wreck of their good looks, weakness of eyes or even blindness, poverty, malice, denial of pleasures, premature old
age, and early death-and if there are other things like
these, add them. The scholar considers himself compensated for such ills when he wins the approbation of one
or two other weak-eyed scholars. But my author is crazy
in a far happier way, since without any prolonged
thought he quickly puts in writing whatever has come
into his head or chanced to his pen, even his dreams; and
all this with little waste of paper, knowing that if the
trifles he has written are trivial enough the greater number of readers-that is, the fools and ignoramuses-will
approve. Of what consequence is it to ignore the two or
three scholars, even if they chance to read the work? Or
what weight will the censure of a few learned men have,
as against the great multitude of those who will shout
acclaim?
But the wiser writers are those who put out the work of
others as their own. By a few strokes of the pen they transfer to their own account the glory which was the fruit of
much toil on another's part, drawing comfort from the
thought that even if it should happen that they are pub•
licly convicted of plagiarism, meanwhile they shall have
enjoyed for a period the emoluments of authorship. It is
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worth one's while to see how pleased authors are with
themselves when they are popular, and pointed out in a
crowd-"There is a celebrity!" Their work is on display
in booksellers' shops, with three cryptic words in large
type on the title-page, preferably foreign words, something like a magician's spell. Ye gods! What are all these
things but words, after all? Few people will ever hear of
them, in comparison with the total population of the
world, and far fewer will admire them, since there is such
divergence of tastes, even among the vulgar. And why
is it that the very names of the authors are often invented,
or taken from the books of the ancients? One of them
likes to sign himself Telemachus, another Stelenus or
La.ertes, this one Polycrates, that one Thrasymachus; so
that nowadays it matters not if you ascribe your book to
a chameleon or a gourd, or simply to alpha or beta, as the
philosophers have a way of doing.
The daintiest thing is when they compliment each
other, turn about, in an exchange of letters, verses, and
puffs; fools praising fools and dunces praising dunces. The
first, in the opinion of the second, is an Alcaeus; the
second, in the opinion of the first, is a Callimachus. One
puts another far above Cicero; the other then finds the
one more learned than Plato. Or sometimes they will pick
out a competitor and increase their reputation through
rivalry with him. As a result, the doubtful public is split
into opposing camps, until, when the battle is well over,
each leaves the field as victor and each has a triumphal
parade. Wise men deride all this as most foolish, as indeed it is. Who denies it? But meanwhile, by my boon
our authors lead a sweet life, nor would they exchange
their triumphs for those of the Scipios. And while the
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scholars indeed have a great deal of fun laughing at them,
and savor to the full the madnesses of others, they themselves owe a good deal to me, which they cannot disavow
without being the most ungrateful of men.
[27] Among men of learned professions, the lawyers
may claim first place for themselves, nor is there any
other class quite so self-satisfied; for while they industriously roll up the stone of Sisyphus by dint of weaving
together six hundred laws in the same breath, no matter
how little to the purpose, and by dint of piling glosses
upon glosses and opinions upon opinions, they contrive
to make their profession seem the most difficult of all.
What is really tedious commends itself to them as brilliant. Let us put in with them the logicians and sophists,
a breed of men more loquacious than the famed brass
kettles at Dodona; any one of them can out-chat twenty
picked women. They would be happier, however, if they
were merely talkative, and not quarrelsome as well, to
such a degree that they will stubbornly cut and thrust
over a lock of goat's wool, quite losing track ofthe truth in
question while they go on disputing. Their self-love makes
them happy, and equipped with three syllogisms they will
unhesitatingly dare to join battle upon any subject with
any man. Mere frowardness brings them back unbeaten,
though you match Stentor against them.
Near these march the scientists, reverenced for their
beards and the fur on their gowns, who teach that they
alone are wise while the rest of mortal men flit about as
shadows. How pleasantly they dote, indeed, while they
construct their numberless worlds, and measure the sun,
moon, stars, and spheres as with thumb and line. They
assign causes for lightning, winds, eclipses, and other in[ 76
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explicable things, never hesitating a whit, as if they were
privy to the secrets of nature, artificer: of things, or as if
they visited 'us fresh from the council of the gods. Yet all
the while nature is laughing grandly at them and their
conjectures. For to prove that they have good intelligence
of nothing, this is a sufficient argument: they can never
explain why they disagree with each other on every subject. Thus knowing nothing in general, they profess to
know all things in particular; though they are ignorant
even of themselves, and on occasion do not see the ditch
or the stone lying across their path, because many of them
are blear-eyed or absent-minded; yet they proclaim that
they perceive ideas, universals, forms without matter,
primary substances, quiddities, and ecceities-things so
tenuous, I fear, that Lynceus himself could not see them.
When they especially disdain the vulgar crowd is when
they bring out their triangles, quadrangles, circles, and
mathematical pictures of the sort, lay one upon the other,
intertwine them into a maze, then deploy some letters as
if in line of battle, and presently do it over in reverse
order-and all to involve the uninitiated in darkness.
Their fraternity does not lack those who predict future
events by consulting the stars, and promise wonders even
more magical; and these lucky scientists find people to
believe them.
[28) Perhaps it were better to pass over the theologians
in silence, and not to move such a Lake Camarina, or to
handle such an herb Anagyris foetida, as that marvellously
supercilious and irascible race. For they may attack me
with six hundred arguments, in squadrons, and drive me
to make a recantation; which if I refuse, they will straightway proclaim me an heretic. By this thunderbolt they are
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on the

actions of great

men. He can

"daring their wars, and study what

see how they carried themselves
made them win, what made them

he can imitate their successes and avoid their defeats. Above"
he should do as great men have done before him, and take as a
model for his conduct some great historical figure who achieved the
highest praise and glory by constantly holding before himself the deeds
and achievements of a predecessor. They say Alexander the Great imitated Achilles, Caesar imitated Alexander, and Scipio imitated Cyrus.
Anyone who reads Xenophon's life of Cyrus must realize how closely
Scipio modelled himself on Cyrus, how much that imitation contributed
to his glory, and how closely he conformed, in temperance, affability,
humanity, and liberality to the things that Xenophon wrote about
lose, so that
all,

^

Cyrus.

Such

are the rules that a wise prince should observe.

idlTaway
off in

make

his days of peace, but vigorously

when

times of adversity; thus,

He mus t

capital thaj

fortune changes,

it

never

wilLpgy^

will find

him

in a position to resist.

XV

ON THE REASONS WHY MEN ARE PRAISED OR BLAMED-

-ESPECIALLY

PRINCES
remains now to be seen what style and principles a prince ought
adopt in dealing with his subjects and friends. I know the subject has
been treated frequently before, and I fear people will think me rash for
It

\0'

to

do so again, especially sincejjn tend to differ in this^d^scussion^
from what oth ers ha ve said. But s inre I intend to write something usefu l^
'^^ toanTunHeritanding reader, it s eemed better to gcr after the real truth of
atter than to repeat what people have imag ined. A great many
.o\y"the
men Tiave imagined states and princedoms such as nobody ever saw or
knew in the real world, ^ and there's such a differ ence between the way
trying to

|7

^^^

m

we

really live

and the way we ought

the real to study the ideal will learn

to live

how

thaFthe rnan

to

accoiupHsh

who

neglects

his ruin, not

his salvation. Any man who tries to be good all the time is bound to
come to ruin among the great number who are not good. Hence a prince
h Vowmf^ who wants to keep his authority must learn how not to be good, and

^^^

_

use that knowledge, or refrain from using

^wAVO^'*'^?
2.

Putting aside, then,
These various

all

imfrom

stories of classical figures

itating other classical figures are all taken

—

the story of Alexander imitating
storv- of Caesar imAlexander from Suetonius, the story of
Cato imitating Cyrus from a passage of Cicero.
Even Xenophon's ostensible "life" of Cyrus is

books

Achilles from Plutarch, the
itating

really a didactic novel, with erfly the slightest

basis in historical fact.

?^\vjc£^ /^ev^Dte

it,

as necessity requires.

the imaginary things that are said about
Republic was certainly in Machiamind; More's Utopia was not yet published. But Machiavelli was doubtless thinking,
as well, of previous books giving advice to
princes, which dealt in realistic terms with impractical situations. Egidio Colonna had said,
for example, that to lack just one of the princely
virtues was to lack them all.
3.

Plato's

velli's

"

On

Liberality and Stinginess

and getting down

princes,

to the truth, let

me

say that

43

men

whenever

are discussed (and especially princes because they are prominent), there
are certain qualities that bring
are considered generous,

them

either praise or blame.

others stingy

(I

Thus some

use a Tuscan term, since

man who wants to take other people's
who clings to his own);** some are givers,
others humane; one man is treacherous,

"greedy" in our speech means a
goods;

we

call a

others grabbers;

man

"stingy"

some

cruel,

one

feeble

and effeminate, another fierce and spirited;
one modest, another proud; one lustful, another chaste; one straightforward, another sly; one harsh, another gentle; one serious, another
playful; one religious, another skeptical, and so on. I know everyone will
another

faithful;

agree that

is

among these many qualities a prince certainly ought to have all

those that are considered good. But since

it is

impossible to ha ve and exer^.

them all, because the conditions of humanTTfe simply do not allow it,
a pffnce musf be shrewd enough to avoid the public disgrace'o f ttfosrvtcgs
cise

he possibly can, he should also gu^rd
his state; but if he cannot prevent
them, he should not be too worried about indulging them. And furthermore, he should not be too worried about incurring blame for any vice
without which he would find it hard to save his state. For if_youJook at

that wouTd^lose liinrTns state/lf

against vices that will not lose

him

matters carefu lly, _you_will see that

Jbllow

Tead^

it,

if

may be your

you follow

it,

smriething resembling virtueTiryou

something else res embling vice
your security and well-bein^.

ruin, while

to

w

ill

XVI

ON LIBERALITY AND STINGINESS
Let

me

begin, then, with the

by saying that a reputation for

first

of the qualities mentioned above,

liberality

is

doubtless very fine; but the

generosity that earns you that reputation can do you great harm. For

if

you exercise your generosity in a really virtuous way [virtuosamente],^
as you should, nobody will know of it, and you cannot escape the odium
of the opposite vice. Hence if you wish to be widely known as a generous
man, you must seize every opportunity to make a big display of your
giving. A prince of this character is bound to use up his entire revenue
in works of ostentation. In the end, if he wants to keep a name for
generosity, he will have to load his people with exorbitant taxes and
squeeze money out of them in every way he can. This is the first step
in making him odious to his subjects; for when he is poor, nobody will
The two words

in Italian are avaro and misMachiavelii seems to derive the first by
mistaken etymology from the verb avere, ("to

4.

ero.

possess"); the "avaro"

desidera di avere. "
is

he who "per rapina
"misero," by contrast.

is

The

the true miser; and that's a legitimate etym-

ological link.
5.

This phrase marks one extreme

velli's

handling of the word

virtii.

doing

Machia-

means

it

without ulterior motives, from a sin-

cere, inward,

and personal sense of

"caritas.

Contrast phrases like "tanta ferocita e tanta
virtu" (chapter VII) or "maestro delle virtii e
scelleratezze sua" (chapter VIII).

in

It

here, not simply doing a charitable thing, but

'
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Then, when his generosity has angered many and brought
rewards to a few, the shghtest difficulty will trouble him, and at the first
respect him.

approach of danger, down he goes. If by chance he foresees this, and
tries to change his ways, he will immediately be labelled a miser.
Since a prince cannot use this virtue [virtzi] of liberality in such a
way as to become known for it unless he harms his own security, he
will not mind, if he judges prudendy of things, being known as a miser.
In due course he will be thought the more liberal man, when people
see that his parsimony enables him to live on his income, to defend
himself against his enemies, and to undertake major projects without
burdening his people with taxes. Thus he will be acting liberally toward
all those people from whom he takes nothing (and there are an immense
number of them), and in a stingy way toward those people on whom
he bestows nothing (and they are very few). In our tirne s, we h ave seen
great things being accomplished only by men who haveTiad the naliie

ofjmsers^lLth£

others_h„a.ve

gone under. Pope

used his reputation as a generous
in order to

many

be able

to

make

man

—

Juh"us"II,"Th?)tigh-he

to gain the papacy, sacrificed

war; the present king of France has

it

waged

wars without levying a single extra tax on his people, simply

because he could take care of the extra expenses out of the savings from
his long

parsimony.^

If the

present king of Spain had a reputation for

he would never have been able
or win so many of them.

generosity,

paigns,

Hence

a prince

who

to undertake so

prefers not_t o rob his subjects,

many cam-

who wants

to

be

able to defend^TiimselfTwho wants to avoid poverty and contempt, and

who

has nodesTfe to t)ecbme a plunderer, should not miridiiOhe hiVit

him a miser; this is simply one of the vices that enable
him to reign. Someone may object that Caesar used a reputahon tor
generosity to become emperor, and many other people have also risen
flfpeople'consider

in the world,

Well,

I

because they were generous or were supposed

of becoming one; in the
to

to

be

so.

answer, either you are a prince already, or you are in the process
first

you, in the second case

who wanted

is harmful
one of those

case, this reputation for generosity
it is

very necessary.. Caesar was

ruler in Rome; but after he had reached his~
and had not cut down on his expenses. Tie would
have ruined the empire itself. Someone may say: there have been plenty
of princes, very successful in warfare, who have had a reputation for
generosity. But I answer: either the prince is spending his own money
and that of his subjects, or he is spending someone else's. In the first
case, he ought to be sparing; in the second case, he ought to spend
goal, if

6.

become

to

he had

lived,

Louis XII, though

afflicted like his prede-

cesser Charles VIII with a

mania

for foreign

conquest (a work for which both were largely
incompetent), ran a thrifty shop at home. Starting with an empty treasury, he accumulated
within a year after his accession enough money
to support two years of war in Italy; and, as

Machiavelli remarks, he imposed no new taxes,
Ferdinand of Spain was equally prudent in
money matters; and though he is not mentioned here, Henry VII of England was as famous for stinginess as his son Henry VIII

became

for extravagance,

^

'
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Any prince at the head of his army, which Hves on
and plunder, disposes of other people's property, and is
bound to be very generous; otherwise, his soldiers would desert him.
You can always be a m ore gene rous giv er when what you give is not
yours or your subiects'; Cyrus, Caesar, and Alexander were^erierousTn
this way. Spending what belongs to other people does no harm to your
reputation, rather it enhances it; only spending your own_sjjbstance

money

like water.

loot, extortion,

haniis_you.

And

there

is

nothing that wears out

faster

than generosity;

you lose the means of practicing

it, and you.
and contemptible or (in the course of escaping
poverty) rapacious and hateful. The thing above all against which a
prince must protect himself is being contemptible and hateful; generosity
leads to both. Thus, it is much wiser to put up with the reputation of
being a miser, whichTMfings you shame without hate, than to be
into a reputation
forced
just because you want to appear generous
for rapacity, whch brings shame on you and hate along with it.

even as you practice

become

it,

either poor

—

—

tiMca

XVI,

ON CRUELTY AND CLEMENCY: WHETHER
;^^7^7^f\^^x ^^ g^^cc<^^

Continuing now with our

^
^' v^

IT IS

(

FEARED

list

of qualities,

let

me

say that^very prince

careful not tojp ismanage this

clemency of his

.

Borgia was cruel but that cruelty of his reorganized the
,

and established

it,

it

in

peace and

realistically will see that this

p

^

.

"

vefhe should j^^^^-:^ ^^ People tnought Cesarejj^i^ :s

should prefer to be considered mercifuljather than^crue

[/l^ be
yfe

^^AFoeTBUT- ^^^^^^^
BETTER TO BE LOVED OR p t-^(_^

^<i>*M

l

7

Romagna, united

<

'-

<

i

Anyone who views the matter
was much more merciful than the

loyalty.

prince

people of Florence, who, tojyoid the re putation, of cmeky^^ajjowed--^^^^'^-^
Pistoia to
for

be destroyed.

wha t_he does

to

''

Thus, no prince should mind being called cruel

keep his subjects united and loya l; he

may make

than --^f^^^rj^

examples of a very few, but he_w[l]_bejtTiore merciful in

reality

thosew ho,

occurT with

in their tenderheartedness, allow dis orders to

v-,,c^^v\ca^

£^(2.'^\^

^^ •?,$>)£>> c^
thek attendant murders and lootings. Such turbulence brings harm to \<CMk.'^ KVic
an_entire_community, while the executions ordered by a prince affect ll^pw^p'^
only one individual at a time. A new prince, above all others, cannot

possibly avoid a

And

name

Virgil, speaking

for c ruelty

,

new

since

states are

through the mouth of Dido,

Res dura

et regni novitas

me

talia

always in danger.

says:

cogunt

Moliri, et late fines custode tueri.^
7.

In

1

501-2 the Pistoians broke out

in a small

but desperate civil war between two factions,
the "Panciatichi" and
the "Cancellieri";
though the nearby Florentines were in control
of the city, and actually sent Machiavelli to
investigate, they

were afraid

i

to intervene effec-

and so the townspeople hacked one an-

tually,

other to pieces.
8.

my

"Harsh p ressures and the newness of
r'.nmppl

reign

/

tarn

M

/

mp >» thpcp

ct^pt;

i

miKt

nr|ain^'

jLEorders against fore ign foes.

(Aenewl. 565-64)

[Editor's translation\.

.'
.

.

,

[//

^
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other qualities

/

would never have sufficed. The hJSi-J^^^y
ma tters admire his accom^•
the same time condemn the cruelty which was their

altre

[le

47

sua

virtu]

torians_w hg pass snap iudgments on thpsp

plishmen ts and

at

nia in cause.

.r^-^'Gj
^'^H.^l^ ^o,n7^
(f cf^^^f z^ '*'>^^ C^
"His other qualities would never have sufficed," we can oij^l^/

When

I

tV

say,

see that this

his

is

those of his

man

example of Scipio, an outstanding

true from the

among

not only

own

time, but in

all

"

recorded history; yet

armies revolted in Spain, for no other reason than his excessive

more freedom than military discipline
Maximus rebuked him in the senate for this failing,

leniency in allowing his soldiers
permits.
calling

'

Fabius

him

the corrupter of the

Roman

armies.

When

he took no action

Scipio's plundered the Locrians,

a lieutenant of

in behalf of the

people, and did nothing to discipline that insolent lieutenant; again, this

was the

result of his easygoing nature. Indeed,

senate wanted to excuse

men who know

better

him on

how

this occasion,

when someone
he

to avoid error themselves

in the

said there are

how to

than

many

correct

error in others.^ Such a soft temper would in time have tarnished the
fame and glory of Scipio, had be brought it to the office of emperor;
but as he lived under the control of the senate, this harmful quality of
his not only remained hidden but was considered creditable.

Returning
since

men

to the question of

love at their

own

being feared or loved.

inclination but can be

conclude that

I

made

to fear aLihe I'^^^'f^^^^^-^

inchnatioiiot the prince, a shrewicT prince will lay his foundations on
own control, not on what is rnntrnlled hv ^th^*"^ He

^k^TaFIsljnder his

!

should ymply take pams not

to

be hated, as

I

said.

XVIII

THE WAY PRINCES SHOULD KEEP THEIR WORD

How

2-

praiseworthy

it

is

keep his word and

for a prince to

live

with

than by craftiness, everyone understands; yet we see from fef,«jD,recent experience that those prince s have accomplished nrost who paid
integrity rather

littl e

the

heed

to

keeping theirj^romise s. but

who knew how

to

manipulate

minds of men craftily^In the en^T^hey won out over those who

tried to act honestly.

You should

consider then, that there are two ways of fighting,

with law s and the oth er with force.

T he first

the second belongs to beasts. But as the
suffice,

you sometimes have

Among the

nibal's feats

uncritically.
1.

In balancing Hannibal, the great Cartha-

ginian

commander, with

properly a

first

on^

human method,

method does not always
Thus a prince must

to turn to the second.

historians who applauded Hanbut deplored the "inhuman cruelty" that made them possible was Livy himself,
whom Machiavelli admired, but not

9.

is

his chief antagonist,

Scipio Africanus, Machiavelli seems to be im-

itating the

method of Plutarch, but he

got most

of his details from Livy.
2. The city of Locri in southern Italy was captured by Scipio in 205 B.C. and placed under
Q. Pleminius. Livy tells how he outdid even
the Carthaginians in wanton brutality without
suffering so

Scipio.

much

as a

minor rebuke from
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know how to make good use of both the beast and man Ancient writers
made subtle note of this fact when they wrote that Achilles and many
.

other princes of antiquity were sent to be reared by Chiron the centaur,
trained them in his discipline. ' Having a teacher who is half man
and half beast can only mean that a prince must know how to use both
these two natures, and that one without the other has no lasting effect.
y\
(M-^^^ 7 ^Since a prince must know how to use the character of beasts, he
should pick for imitahon the fox and the lion. As the lion cannot protect
himself from traps, and the fox cannot defend himself from wolves, you
have to be a fox in order to be wary of traps, and a lion to overawe the
wolves. Those who try to live by the lion alone are badly mistaken. Thus
a prudent prince cannot and should not keep his word when to do so
would go against his interest, or when the reasons tha^ made him pledge
it no longer apply."* Doubtless if all men were good^'fhi^lule would be
bad; but since they are a sad lot, and keep no faith with you, you in
your turn are under no obligation to keep it with them.
Besides, a prince will never lack for legitimate excuses to explain away
his breaches of faith. Modern history will furnish innumerable examples
of this behavior, showing how many treaties and promises have been
made null and void by the faithlessness of princes, and how the man
succeeded best who knew best how to plav the fox. But it is nece ss ary
in playing t his part that you conceal it carefully; j;ou_niust he a great,
much dominated_
TIa randhypocrite Men are so simple of mind, and
-by their immediate lieeds, that a d eceittul man will always fin d_pjentv
recent ex;amples calls forj^
who are'ready'fol3e~d"ecetve^T)ne^fm
mention:~"^iexander VT_ never did anything else, never liid another
thought, except to deceive men, and he always found fresh material to

who

^

.

a man more convincing in his assertions, who
more solemn oaths, and who observed them
deceptions werealyavs successful, because he knew exa ctly

work on. Never was there
sealed his promises with
less.

Yet

his

ho w tcTmanagethis

sort

In actual fact, a prince

above, ^but

oD^f^
\\\v:^^

^

<^^

may

.

not have

all

the admirable qualities listed

very necessary that he should seem to have them. Indeed,

when you have them and exercise them all the
when you just seem to have them, they
are useful. I t is good to appear merciful, truthful, humane, sincere, and_
religious it is good to be so in reality. But youniustjoeep your mind jo_
I

^

it is

oTbusiness

will venture to say that

time, they are harmful to you;

;

disposed
3.

that, in case of need,

In allegorizing

velli

is

Chiron

as

you can turn

he does, Machia-

relatively original. If the mslliographers

know any such moral

for the myth, they have
hidden it in very remote places. A later wTiter,
like Natale Conti fl568), follows Machiavelli.
4. Machiavelli perhaps had in mind the folly
of Louis XII of France in trying to honor with
one pope a pledge he had made to another: see
chapter III, note 4, p. II. But truth to one's

to the exact contrary.^

word was not the usual

This

fault of princes in the

Renaissance.
5. This
recommendation that the pnnce
should deliberately play the hypocrite has perhaps done more than any other passage of T/ie
Prince to darken Machiavelli's reputation. But
it says nothing worse than what youthful Cyrus

was required to learn
ophon's Cyropaedia.

in the

first

book of Xen-

',

On

Avoiding Contempt and Hatred

has to be understood: a prince
possibly exercise

all

,
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and especial lya new prince, cannot

men

those yirtues for which

are^catted "good."

To_

preserve the state, he often has to do things against his word, against

humanity, against

charity, against

religion.

Thus he has

to

have a mind

ready to shift as the winds of fortune and the varying circumstances of
life may dictate. And as I said above, he should not depart from the

good
has

if

he can hold

to

it,

but he should be ready to enter on

evil if

he

to.

Hence

a prince

should take great care never to drop a word that does

five good qualities noted above; to anyone
him, he should appear all compassion, all honor, all
integrity, alKfeligionj Nothing is more n ec£Ssai>Llhan_to

not seem imbued with the

who

sees or hears

humanity,

all

Men

seeni to have this last virtue.

in general judge

more by

the sense

o7 sight than by the sense of touch, because everyone can see but only
a few can test by feeling. Eygryone sees what you seem to be, few know
whatjwjjeally_are; and those few do not dare take a stand against the
general opinion, supported by the maJ£sty_i2£jJbeL_gQYeinmeiit^ In the
actions of all men, and especially of princes who are not subject to a

we must always look to the end. Let a prince, therefore,
and uphold his state; his methods will always be considered
worthy, and everyone will praise them, because thejriasses are always
impressed by the superficial appearance of things, and by the outcome
court of appeal,

win

victories

And

of an enterprise.

the world consists of nothing but the masses; _the_

few have no influ en ce

our owntime,

whom

when
it is

but peace and mutual

and

if

have

on

lost

the

many

just as well

trust, yet

he

several different occasions

is

feel secure.

A

certain prince of;

not to name, ^ preaches nothing
the determined

he had observed

enemy of

either,

both;

he would

both his reputation and his throne.

XIX

ON AVOIDING CONTEMPT AND HATRED

Now

I have talked
mentioned above,

that

qualities

this general

in detail

about the most important of the
discuss the others briefly under

I'd like to

heading: that the prince should

makes him hateful or contemptible,

as

has avoided actions that will have this

he

will

all,

as

run no
I

said,^

tHeiF women

6.

The

.

risks
is

from

avoid anything which

When he
he has done his best, and
What makes him hated above

effect,

his other vices.

his confiscating the propertj^^ofji is Tub j ects or taking

He must

not

not-very-covert allusion

nand of Spain,

try to

was suggested above.'

a political animal

is

commit

to

who

Ferdiis

said

have boasted toward the end of his life that
he had deceived Louis XII twelve times hand
to

running. Machiavelli actively disliked Ferdi-

these acts, since most

men,"Try6u

nand, calling him a shifty, shameless, tricky
ruler, rather than a proper prince,
7.
8.

See chapter XVI.
See chapter XVII.

$*^

<^<^ ''y

The Influence of Luck

common

is_ a

sky

is

blue).

failing of

Then when

67

men: they never think of storms so long
the tempest breaks, their

first

thought

is

^ ^ '^"

as the
to

run

away, not to defend themselves; they hope that the people, when they
are tired of the arrogance of their conquerors, will call them back.''

Maybe when there is no other recourse, this policy will work; but to
abandon other remedies for this one is complete foolishness. There is_
never any point in falling simply^ in^the hope of finding somebody else
jojpick you up. Whether this comes to pass or not, it never makes for
your security, since it is a cowardly kind of defense that does not depend
on your own efforts. The only good, safe, and dependable defenses are
those that you control yourself with your own energy [virtii].

II

XXV

/jZ
/the influence of luck

realize that

I

on human affairs and the ways to
COUNTER IT
'^-f^UTLC-rl^O

many people have thought, and

are so governed in this world that the
avail against

them, indeed

is

still

do

think, that events

wisdom of men cannot

altogether useless.^

On this basis,

possibly

you might

we should simply
This opinion has been popular in our own
times because of the_treni£iidQus-change in pubJic_jjbirs d uring ou r
lifetime, that actually is still going on today, beyond what anyone could
have imagined. Indeed, sometimes when I think of it, I incline toward

say that there

this
I

is

no point

matters to

fate.

opinion myself.

Still,

leave

all

thi nk

it

may be

in sweating over anything,

rather than give

up on our

free will altogether,

true that Fortune governs half of our actions, but that

even so she leaves the other half more or less in our power to control.
I would compare her to one of those torrential streams which, when
they overflow, flood the plains, rip up trees and tear down buildings,
wash the land away here and deposit it there; everyone flees before them,
everyone yields to their onslaught, unable to stand up to them in any
is how they are; yet this does not
countermeasures while the weather is still

way. This

men

mean

that

fine,

shoring up dikes and

cannot take

dams, so that when the waters rise again, they are either carried off in
a channel or confined where they do no harm. So _with Fortune, who
exerts all her power where there is no strength [virtii] prep ared to oppose
her;_a nd turns to smashing things up wherever there are no dikes and
restraining_dariTS^

4p4jf ^2"^ 1*?°^

again, Machiavelli glances at LudoMoro; after the first invasion he ran
away, but was recalled, when the populace rose
against the French; after he was deposed a second time, there was no question of recall; he
died in a French jail. See chapter III, note 9,

7.

Once

vico

p.

II

5.

We

today are likely to think this sort of
loose, defeatist opinion could be held only by
8.

a t Italy,

whic h

is

the seat of

/

all thesg^

uneducated "popular" thinkers; but Fortuna
was a ver>' real force in Renaissance philosophy, with plenty of classical precedent; she was
often identified with Nature, with Fate, with

Nemesis, or (under the epithet Panthea) with
the other gods combined. Her omnipotence

all

was a cliche, the variations on which are listed
by Natale Conti in his Mythologiae {'^.9).

